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a b s t r a c t

Within this work, a novel controller in terms of H infinity (H∞) and structured singular value
decomposition has been presented to provide the robust performance of the Automatic Voltage
Regulator (AVR) system Six real structured uncertainties in actuator, exciter and generator have
been assumed for the linear transfer functions of the AVR system. Each uncertain parameter varies
between a minimum and a maximum value due to the load variations in a period of time and
aging effects over the life time. The efficiency of the presented design lies on two main reasons.
The first is the simultaneous considering of the output disturbances, sensor noises and system
uncertainties in the controller design approach. The second is the non-conservative modeling of all six
structured parameters in the required µ-synthesis P −∆−K configuration. By suboptimal H∞ control
design technique and µ-analysis theorem, a single input single output (SISO) controller comprising a
closed loop system with µ<1 is obtained. The offered controller’s supremacy is represented through
comparison of its performance with some other optimized PID, PIDD fractional order PID (FOPID), fuzzy
+ PID and Interval Type-2 fuzzy logic controllers by heuristic optimization algorithms. The simulation
outcomes indicate that the provided robust controller for the AVR system has the better performance
than the other optimized and fuzzy controllers in a wide range of the uncertainties. Also, the better
behavior of the intended robust controller was shown in two benchmarks: a single machine connected
to a 230kV network, and a four-machine two-area test system.

© 2020 ISA. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In exciting system of a synchronous generator, the generator
terminal voltage is sensed and differed from a reference value and
the automatic voltage regulator (AVR) changes the field voltage
of the generator based on this error signal for controlling the
reactive power flow to the load. On the other hand, the main
obligation of an AVR is to set a synchronous generator’s terminal
voltage magnitude of at a distinguished level [1,2].

Owing to some complex performance of the power system
such as nonlinearity of the system characteristics, variation of
the load, variable operating points and great inductance of the
generator field windings, achieving the fast and stable response
of the regulator is challenging [3]. Hence, improving the behavior,
robustness and speed of the AVR is important utilizing a con-
troller to ensure the efficient response of the closed loop system
to transient alterations in terminal voltage.
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As a result of the easy usage and simple structure of the
proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controllers in the indus-
try [4], they have been widely used to establish a good perfor-
mance for the AVR system. In the recent years, by development
of the heuristic optimization algorithms, it can be seen that a lot
of optimized PI, PID controller and its derivatives like fractional
order PID (FOPID) and Fuzzy PID controller have been proposed
for the AVR systems based on these optimization algorithms.
Designing of a decentralized PI controller and tuning its elements
through Bacteria Foraging (BF) and BF-particle swarm optimiza-
tion (BF-PSO) techniques have been discussed in [5]. The PID
controllers have been optimized by particle swarm optimization
(PSO) approach [6], artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm [7], Shuf-
fled Frog Leaping (SFL) Algorithm [8], Simplified Particle Swarm
optimization algorithm [9], Taguchi Combined Genetic algorithm
method [10], Local Unimodal Sampling Algorithm [11], Imperi-
alistic Competition Algorithm (ICA) [12] and Teaching Learning
Based Optimization (TLBO) Algorithm [13,14]. And Shayeghi et al.
have proposed a fuzzy logic-based controller which is known as
Fuzzy P+FuzzyI+FuzzyD (FP + FI + FD) controller for AVR system
and then optimized the controller parameters by hybrid of PSO
(HGAPSO) method and Genetic Algorithm (GA) [15]. A fuzzy logic
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method and combined GA have been presented by Devaraj and
Selvabala to calculate the optimal PID controller factors in AVR
system [16].

An enhanced evolutionary non-dominated sorting genetic al-
gorithm II (NSGA II) improved with a chaotic map for higher
efficiency, has been used for the multi-objective optimization of
AVR system in [17] and [18]. A chaotic ant swarm optimization
technique was represented by Tang et al. [19]. In [20] and [21]
PSO algorithm was carried out for designing the FOPID controller.
A direct Fractional Order Model Reference adaptive Controller
(direct FOMRAC) has been presented for an AVR, in which the
controller parameters have been set through adaptive laws de-
termined by fractional order differential equations [22]. Zhang
et al. have proposed an enhanced artificial bee colony algorithm
combining cyclic exchange neighborhood with chaos (CNC-ABC),
concerning about tuning the parameters of FOPID controller [23].
In [24] the AVR system’s different performance criteria have
been structured as system norms and then coupled with an evo-
lutionary multi-objective optimization (MOO) algorithm. FOPID
controller has been designed using ICA optimization algorithms
for an AVR system [25]. Mukherjee and Ghoshal have focused on
optimum tuning the PID controller for the AVR utilizing craziness-
based PSO (CRPSO) and binary coded GA [26]. The behavior of
F-PID, PID, and GA-F-PID controllers for improvement of energy
effectiveness of a dynamic energy system has been examined by
Jahedi and Ardehali [27]. The discrete fuzzy PID controller has
been used to single machine infinite-bus (SMIB) model in [28].
An iterative learning control (ILC) algorithm as a control rule
has been used to maintain voltage error of AVR further low
in [29]. A PID fractional order controller optimized by cuckoo
search based algorithm is introduced in [30]. A fuzzy logic + PID
controller optimized by TLBO algorithms is introduced in [31].
An Interval class-2 fuzzy logic controller in terms of interval
value sets has been introduced by Panda et al. for modeling the
imprecision from the uncertainty of the AVR system [32]. The
PSO algorithm has been used to tune the four advances in the
PID plus second order derivative controller (PIDD2) by Sahib [33].
Prasad and et al. have presented an adaptive optimal control
design method for AVR system utilizing policy iteration system
according to adaptive critic outline [34]. In [35], a novel controller
has been designed for voltage control and load frequency control
(LFC) of a single area power system based on the combination
of neural networks and fast traversal filters. The main target of
these papers is generally optimization of the controller coeffi-
cients around a nominal point of the system. The differences
of these researches are mostly in their optimization technique
and the robustness of their controllers has not been proven by
mathematical approaches.

The robust control and µ-theorem have been dramatically
exploited to enhance the performance of power systems in the
last two decades [36]. A robust load frequency controller has been
intended in terms of µ-synthesis in a not tamper conditions for
electric power system in [37]. The µ-synthesis has been used
to carry out the robust stability of an interconnected distributed
energy resource in [38]. Some robust control strategies have been
developed based on µ-theorem for reducing the microgrid fre-
quency deflection in [39,40]. A nonlinear artificial neural network
(ANN) controller on the basis of µ-synthesis method has been
introduced by Shayeghi and Shayanfar [41].

In [42] a strong multivariable controller was synthesized for
exciting system containing the AVR and a supplementary tran-
sient stability controller. The parameters are modeled as un-
structured uncertainties through plotting the system’s frequency
responses under different operating circumstances and a bound is
selected to provide the greatest uncertainties. Without introduc-
ing the equation of the controller, a decentralized H∞ controller

for a multi machine power system has been proposed in [43] for
obtaining damping the power system oscillations and terminal
voltage control simultaneously.

For power system stabilizing, some strategies have been in-
troduced without considering the structured parameters of the
system. In these studies, the effects of the deviation points have
been modeled by additive unstructured uncertainties. By this kind
of uncertainties, we will act conservative [44]. In other words, the
uncertainty modeling in this manner has been done only for some
operating points and the intervals of the parameters deviation
have not been considered. Also, the equations of the designed
controller are not presented in these papers. An H∞ power system
stabilizer (PSS) has been proposed by Chen and Malik [45]. Also,
this PSS controller has been suggested by Folly et al. with the
’numerator–denominator’ uncertainty representation [46]. By the
same token, Chen and Malik have offered a strong controller in
terms of µ-theorem respecting the PSS system [47].

According to the above-mentioned points, the introduced ref-
erences can be classified based on four patterns:

(1) The papers about AVR controller design by (evolutionary)
optimization algorithms.

(2) The robust strategies in synchronous generator load fre-
quency control (LFC).

(3) The robust approach of power system stabilizer (PSS).
(4) Robust control of the AVR system.

Separation of the structures of the AVR, LFC and PSS sys-
tems [1,48] causes the patterns #2 and #3 (robust control of
LFC or PSS) to be different from the matter of this research.
They are presented only to show the ability and spread of the
robust theorem in power systems. Also, some other usages of the
robust control approaches could be seen in new power system
applications [49–56]. When authors introduce a PID, Fractional
order controller, fuzzy logic controller and so on for AVR system
(pattern 1), their target is usually optimization of the controller
coefficients around a nominal point. The differences of these
researches are mostly in their optimization techniques. So, the
robustness has not been mathematically proven and their per-
formance is only shown by the simulation of the closed-loop
system around some values of its parameters with some toler-
ances (e.g. see [9,11,12,14,30,57]). When a robust control strategy
is proposed to control the voltage of the synchronous generator
(pattern #4), mostly the transfer function (TF) or steady-state
equations of the designed controller have not been introduced
by the authors [42,43]. Perhaps, it comes from the fact that the
order of robust controllers which are obtained from H infinity or
mu theorems, are so high, therefore, the authors are reluctant to
show the equations of their designed controllers. Also, none of
these papers has considered the parameters of the AVR system
as structured uncertainties. The synchronous generator models
with the deviation ranges of their real parameters are exactly
characterized in the literature and textbooks, and their practical
outcomes are approved. Therefore, these real structured paramet-
ric uncertainties can be used in the robust control approach to
avoid conservation [44]. Although, the design and analysis would
be even harder regarding the real numbers, [44].

The AVR linear time invariant (LTI) model parameters vary
based on the operating points broadly [47]. Accordingly, the
robust performance of a controller designed for the nominal point
of the AVR system is not guaranteed. So, designing a controller to
enhance the AVR system’s robust performance was always felt.
But, why do we need µ-theorem to control the AVR system? This
is an important question.

Designing a controller for the AVR system based on the linear
control schemes requires a nominal LTI power system model
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obtained from a particular operating condition. This model’s pa-
rameters of show the power system dynamic behavior around
the previously mentioned nominal condition and they have real
values that vary between their minimum and maximum amounts.
Since these parameters are real structured uncertainties, H∞ is
a proper technique to improve the AVR system’s robust perfor-
mance and µ-theorem is a direct method to analyze its robust
performance. Singular value decomposition (µ) theorem has been
introduced by J. Doyle in 1982 [58]. It is a strong tool to ana-
lyze and design the robust control systems with real structured
uncertainties [44,59]. the main targets of using the H infinity
and Mu theorems are: considering the system parameters as
real parametric uncertainties, limiting the controller’s output,
and direct modeling of the output disturbances and noise. These
targets were noticed based on some crucial ideas as achieving a
single input-single output (SISO), minimum phase, and minimum
degree linear controller with the robust performance which can
be replaced directly with minimum cost instead of the industrial
voltage controller without any changes in the AVR system, sen-
sors type and actuators structure. The introduced linear robust
controller can be taken into account in studying the performance
of some other robust controllers which will be designed by other
linear (loop-shaping and quantitative feedback theory) or non-
linear approaches like disturbance observer to compensate for
uncertainties [60–62] in the future.

A non-complex AVR system includes 4 main subsystems
known as amplifier, generator, sensor, and exciter. In a simple
linear transfer function (LTF) form, all of these four blocks can
be modeled by a one-order LTF that has a time constant and
a gain. By considering the small alterations in the gain and the
time constant of the sensor transfer function, it will be taken out
of the uncertain set. Hence, the AVR system will have six real
structured uncertainties. These uncertainties are the amplifier’s
time and gain constants, exciter and synchronous generator.

This paper presents a novel single input (the synchronous
generator’s terminal voltage) single output (field voltage of the
synchronous generator) robust controller for the AVR. This con-
troller was designed by H∞, µ-theorem to achieve the robust
performance of the AVR systems in the attendance of six real
parametric and structured uncertainties. The greatest benefit of
a robust control method is the possibility of considering the
modeling of the uncertainties, the system disturbances and the
sensor noises at the controller design procedure. The suggested
controller’s performance was assessed by time domain simulation
of three case studies in MATLAB and Simulink. The results of
simulating show that the accomplishment of the propounded
robust controller for the AVR system is superior to the other
optimized PID controllers in terms of the heuristic algorithms and
IEEE exciting system. Also, the last case study shows that the
designed controller has the better behavior than the additional
terminal voltage controller as the PSS without the need to a
frequency sensor.

The paper mainly contributes in: (i) Considering the AVR sys-
tem parameters (time constants and gains of the amplifier, ex-
citer, and generator) as structured real parametric uncertainties
without any conservation. (ii) Selecting the good weighting func-
tions for modeling the robust performance of the AVR closed-loop
system. (iii) Proposing a general structure for the AVR system
based on the system structured uncertainties as P-∆-K represen-
tation which could be used with some other robust controller
approaches like D–K iteration, mixed H2/H∞, H∞ loop-shaping
and so on. (iv) Designing a single input-single output (SISO)
robust controller from order six which could be replaced instead
of any industrial AVR PID controller. (v) Introducing a step by step
approach to design the robust H∞ controller for the AVR system
of the synchronous generator in a large size power system.

Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of a typical single-machine infinite-bus system.

The remainder of this study was structured as: Section 2
describes the AVR system model and depicts its block diagram
and design objectives. An abridged introduction to the µ-theorem
and H∞ method is given in Section 3. In Section 4, the procedure
of constructing the P-∆-K configuration of the AVR system with
six real structured uncertainties has been discussed. By selecting
some good weighting function and using the H∞ and µ-analysis
techniques, a single input single output (SISO) robust controller
has been set forth in Section 5. Section 6 copes with assessing the
controller robust performance by means of simulations in MAT-
LAB and providing the comparison of the results with some other
heuristic optimized PID, FOPID and fuzzy controllers. In Sections 7
and 8, two benchmark problems of the single machine connected
to a 230 kV network and the four-machine two-area test sys-
tem have been simulated and compared by the designed robust
controller and generalized IEEE excitation system, respectively.
Finally, the presented method is concluded in Section 9.

2. AVR system’s transfer function model

The schematic diagram of a typical SMIB power generation
system has been demonstrated in Fig. 1. The system consists
of a synchronous generator linked to infinite bus. The electrical
system section has two main control loops as AVR and automatic
load-frequency control (ALFC) and one supporting controller as
PSS to adjust the load frequency and local voltage terminal auto-
matically. The shaft frequency of the generator has been sensed
and a governor controls mechanical power and speed of the rotor
based on a turbine.

Controlling the excitation voltage of the synchronous gener-
ator is a key element to enhance the power system stability
and performance. The AVR varies the excitation voltage of the
generator to retain its output voltage at a specific level.

In its simple form, the AVR system basic components known
as exciter, amplifier, sensor, and generator each can be modeled
by a one-order transfer function with a time constant and gain.
With the load variations, change of operating points, system
parameters aberration and so on, the time constants and gains
of the AVR components transfer functions can be varied based on
Table 1 ([7,11,16] and [33]). In schematic diagram of Fig. 1, the
AVR system has a block diagram with five individual blocks. This
block diagram has been shown in Fig. 2.

3. µ-synthesis and P-∆-K representation

The systems with uncertain dynamics can be reflected in the
M-∆ configuration of Fig. 3. The structure of uncertain block is
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Table 1
Transfer function of AVR components.
Component Transfer function Gain limit Time constant limit

Amplifier GA =
KA

TAs+1 10 ≤ KA ≤ 40 0.02 s ≤ TA ≤ 0.1 s

Exciter GE =
KE

TE s+1 1 ≤ KE ≤ 10 0.4 s ≤ TE ≤ 1 s

Generator GG =
KG

TGs+1 0.7 ≤ KG ≤ 1 1 s ≤ TG ≤ 2 s

Forward transfer function GF = GAGEGG =
KF

(TAs + 1) (TE s + 1) (TGs + 1)
7 ≤ KF ≤ 400

Sensor GS =
KS

TS s+1 KS = 1 TS = 0.006 s

Fig. 2. The block diagram of the AVR system.

Fig. 3. M-∆ representation of the system.

defined as:

∆ = diag[δ1Ir1, . . . , δs Irs , ∆1, . . . , ∆t ] δi ∈ C, ∆j ∈ C mj×mj

(1)

where
∑s

i=1 ri +
∑t

j=1 mj = n and n is the dimension of the block
∆. The transfer function matrix M usually includes the controller
K and plant P based on a closed-loop interconnected matrix.

M (P, K ) = FL (P, K ) (2)

To analyze and design a controller regarding a model with
uncertainties, the representation of Fig. 4 has been proposed
instead of Fig. 3. In Fig. 4, u denotes the exogenous inputs of
the system such as disturbances, command signals, noise, etc.
e depicts the error output typically containing system output,
filtered output signals, tracking errors, etc. Po and Pi represent
the output and input signals of the uncertainties, respectively. y
reflects the feedback signals that are the inputs of the controller
and C indicates the control signals of system which come from
the controller. P shows the nominal open-loop interconnected
transfer function matrix. It neither contains the controller K nor
any uncertainties nor perturbations. The robust stability (RS) and
the robust performance(RP) of a system can be written as [44]:

• Robust performance: (RP) ⇔ µ∆̃ (M) < 1 for mixed
structured and unstructured uncertainty ∆̃.

• Robust stability: (RS) ⇔ µ∆ (M11) < 1 for structured
uncertainty ∆.

• Nominal performance: (NP) ⇔ ∥M22∥∞ < 1.
• Nominal stability: (NS) ⇔ M is internally stable.

By the unstructured uncertainty ∆, the robust stability re-
quirement equals to ∥M11∥∞ < 1. Also, for the robust stabil-
ity robust performance (RSRP) design, finding a controller K is
necessary that:

SUP
ω∈R

µ∼

∆
[M (P, K ) (jω)] < 1 (3)

Consequently, the first step in analyzing or designing a con-
troller on the basis of µ-synthesis is the definition of the P-∆-K
representation of the perturbation system. In this paper, the
P-∆-K structure of the AVR system has been introduced un-
der this assumption that the time constants and gains of the
amplifier, the exciter and the synchronous generator are real
parametric uncertainties.

4. P-∆-K representation of AVR system without weighting
functions

The unstructured uncertainties have been used to model the
dynamic perturbation such as non-modeled or high frequency
dynamics of the system [44]. When the linear model of the
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Fig. 4. P-∆-K representation of robust control system.

system exists and its perturbation is defined based on some
parameters containing real values that vary in an interval, the
structured or parametric uncertainties will be used to introduce
them [44]. When the system uncertainties are real, the robust
controller analysis and synthesis would be even harder (page
22 of [44]). In such cases, for example, the AVR system, seem-
ingly, utilizing a whole, full block unstructured uncertainties to
define the real parametric uncertainties would direct to a cynical
study of plant treatment and conservative operation (page 23
of [44]). In this paper and other papers about AVR system, the
AVR structure has been fixed by the Heffron–Philips model of the
synchronous generator. This structure is well-known and its good
performance has been proved in practice. Also, the deviation in-
tervals of the Heffron–Phillips parameters are specified (Table 1).
Consequently, the application of the unstructured uncertainties is
quite clear-cut.

In block diagram of Fig. 2, the structure of amplifier, exciter
and generator transfer functions are similar. They are one order
transfer functions with gain (Ki) and time constant (Ti) real para-
metric uncertainties where i ∈ {A, E,G}. By defining a new gain
coefficient (KF = KAKEKG) and assuming a fix transfer function for
sensor in its nominal values, there exist four independent param-
eters (KF , TA, TE, TG) in the system forward transfer function. On
the other hand, by assuming this new gain coefficient (KF ), the
six system uncertainties (KA, TA, KE, TE, KG, TG) will be reduced
to four uncertainties (KF , TA, TE, TG).

If the nominal values and tolerance percentages of these un-
certainties have been conveyed by

(
K̃F , PKF

)
and

(
T̃i, PTi

)
respec-

tively, the uncertainties in the structure of upper linear fractional
transforming (LFT) can be demonstrated by:

K̃F =
KF (min) + KF (max)

2
, PKj =

KF (max) − KF (min)
KF (max) + KF (min)

(4)

T̃i =
Ti(min) + Ki(max)

2
, PTi =

Ti(max) − Ti(min)
Ti(max) + Ti(min)

(5)

KF = K̃F ±

(
K̃F × PKF

)
= K̃F (1 ± PKF )

= K̃F (1 + δKFPKF ) , δKF ∈ [−1 1] (6)
1
Ti

=
1

T̃i ±
(
T̃i × PTi

) =
1

T̃i (1 ± PTi)
=

1

T̃i (1 + δTiPTi)

=
1

T̃i
−

PTi
T̃i

δTi (1 + δTiPTi)−1 , δTi ∈ [−1 1] (7)

where δKF and δTi are real parametric uncertainties and i ∈

{A, E,G}. The upper LFT representation of KF and Ti can be offered

in δKF and δTi.

KF = FL (MKF , δKF ) with MKF =

[
K̃F 1

K̃FPKF 0

]
(8)

1
Ti

= FL (MTi, δTi) with MTi =

⎡⎣ 1

T̃i

−PTi
T̃i

−1 −PTi

⎤⎦ and

i ∈ {A, E,G, S} (9)

Fig. 5 shows all of the above LFTs in the block structure.
The block diagram of a first order transfer function

(
KF

1+Tis

)
with LFTs block diagram of its uncertainties (KF , Ti) has been
demonstrated in Fig. 6. The AVR’s P-∆ representation without
the weighting functions can be achieved by substitution of the
LFTs block diagrams of the system uncertainties (KF , TA, TE, TG)
in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows the required structure to construct the AVR
P-∆-K representation.

In Fig. 7 the AVR system has four uncertainties (δKF , δTA, δTE,

δTG), one reference input (r), one disturbance input (d), one noise
input (n), one error signal for the controller (e), one input from
the controller (c), one terminal voltage (vt), four perturbation in-
puts (pi1 pi2 pi3 pi4) and four perturbation outputs (po1 po2 po3 po4).
By supposing that the AVR system has four states (x1 − x4), eight
inputs and six outputs, it can be shown that the linear state space
representation of Fig. 7 is:{
ẋ = Atot x + Btot u
y = Ctot x + Dtot u

(10)

Which the inputs, outputs and states are u = [pi1 pi2 pi3
pi4 r d n c]T , y = [po1 po2 po3 po4 vt e]T and x = [x1 x2 x3 x4]T ,

respectively. The state space matrices are:

Atot =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−1

T̃A
0 0 0

1

T̃E

−1

T̃E
0 0

0
1

T̃G

−1

T̃G
0

0 0
KS

TS

−1
TS

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(11)

Btot =
[
B1 B2

]
(12)
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Fig. 5. Representation of uncertain parameters KF and Ti as LFTs block diagram.

Fig. 6. Block diagram for P-∆ representation of the KF /(1+ Ti s) transfer function with KF and Ti uncertainties.

Fig. 7. AVR plant with P-∆ representation of the system uncertainties for µ-synthesis.

B1 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1

T̃A

−PTA
T̃A

0 0

0 0
−PTE
T̃E

0

0 0 0
−PTG
T̃G

0 0 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, B2 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0

K̃F

T̃A
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0
KS

TS
0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(13)

Ctot =

[
C1

C2

]
(14)

C1 =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0

−1 0 0 0
1 −1 0 0
0 1 −1 1

⎤⎥⎥⎦ , C2 =

[
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1

]
(15)

Dtot =

[
D11 D12

D21 D22

]
(16)

D11 =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 0
0 −PTA 0 0
0 0 −PTE 0
0 0 0 −PTG

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (17)

D12 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 K̃FPKF
0 0 0 K̃F

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (18)

D21 =

[
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

]
(19)

D22 =

[
0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0

]
(20)

The P-∆-K representation of the AVR system without weight-
ing functions is shown in Fig. 8 where the AVR plant (AVR_Plant)
has the state space equations of (10)–(20) and ∆ = diag
(δKF , δTA, δTE, δTG) is a 4 × 4 structured uncertainty. It is a di-
agonal matrix and has a fixed structured such that its elements
belong to [−1, 1] interval.

5. P-∆-K representation of the AVR plant with weighting
functions

Fig. 9 shows the system closed-loop in the presence of the
structured diagonal uncertainty and weighting functions blocks.
Wp is the performance weighting function for the output voltage
of the generator and bounds the system’s sensitivity function
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Fig. 8. P-∆-K representation of the AVR system without weighting functions.

(
S (s) ≤ W−1

s (s)
)
to create the possible small sensitivity output

disturbances as:

Wp (s) =

Kwp

(
s

Mp
+ ωp

)
(
s + εpωp

) =

(
s
10 + 2

√
2
)

100
(
s + 0.02

√
2
) (21)

On the other hand, for confining the control system energy, the
control weighting functions (Wu) have been selected to decrease
the magnitude of the controller outputs. The following structure
has been chosen for Wu.

Wu (s) =

Kwu

(
s +

ωu
Mu

)
(εus + ωu)

=

(
s +

0.01
100

)
100

(
0.01s + 20000

√
2
) (22)

Fig. 10 shows the magnitude curve of the reverse of the
performance function

(
Wp

−1) and control weighting function
(Wu).

6. Designing the suboptimal H∞ controller

After introducing the P-∆-K representation of the AVR sys-
tem (as shown in Fig. 9), its nominal plant (AVR_nom) can be
constructed easily. After that, the suboptimal H∞ controller is
sketched by the nominal plant of the AVR_ic (AVR_nom). This
nominal plant (AVR_nom) has four inputs([
ref dist noise c

])
and three outputs. The SISO suboptimal

controller minimizes the infinity norm of the FL (AVR_nom , K )
overall SISO stabilizing controllers (K ) as Eq. (23). AVR_cl =

FL (AVR_nom , K )is the LFT of the nominal system and the de-
signed suboptimal H∞ controller.

γ0 = min
K (s)

∥Tzw∥∞ = min
K (s)

∥FL (AVR_nom, K (s))∥∞

=< γ < 1 Where z =

[
y
yc

]
, w =

⎡⎣ ref
dist
noise

⎤⎦ (23)

Fig. 11 shows the AVR nominal plant and its LFT represen-
tation with the controller (K ) which has been designed by H∞

optimization in MATLAB using Glover and Doyle [59] method
for a system P. Furthermore, this method determines the final
gamma value achieved in controller design procedure and con-
structs the system closed-loop system representation (LFT of the
AVR_nom and obtained H∞ controller or AVR_cl). The proposed
strategy could be expanded to any power system easily by the
below procedure and the flowchart of Fig. 12.

1– Running the load flow analysis for the intended system and
calculating the reactive power, active power, and terminal voltage
of a specific generator.

2– Computing the time constant and gain of the specific gen-
erator in the operating point based on the values of step1.

3– Constructing the P-∆-K model of the specified generator by
using the proposed equations (Eqs. (10)–(20)).

4– Creating the P-∆ −K depiction of the AVR system (Fig. 9)
with the usage of the introduced weighting functions (Eqs. (21)
and (22)).

5– Designing the H infinity controller for the P-∆-K represen-
tation of step 4 (minimizing Eq. (23)).

6– Evaluating the robust performance and stability of the
closed-loop P−∆−K representation (Fig. 9 in combination with
the ∆ and designed controller blocks) by Mu theorem.

On the basis of the above procedure and the data of Table 1,
a six order SISO controller has been obtained like as Eq. (24)
(see Box I) which its closed pole to the origin (s = −0.0173)
is converted to an origin pole (s = 0). The bode diagram of this
appropriate controller is represented in Fig. 13.

For the case presented, the amount of ∥FL (AVR_nom , K )∥∞ =

∥AVR_cl∥∞ or γ is 0.2001. Since the AVR plant uncertainties
have been considered as structured, authentication of the system
robust stability (RS) and robust performance (RP) need checking
the frequency response of FU

(
AVR_ic, ∆̃

)
based on µ values. By

defining the ∆̃ block as (25), the robust performance (RP) of the
designed system is obtained, if and only if µ∆̃ (·) < 1 for each

Fig. 9. The AVR closed-loop system diagram with structured diagonal uncertainty block and weighting functions.
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Fig. 10. The magnitude plot of inverse of the performance
(
Wp

)
and the control weighting (Wu) functions.

Fig. 11. AVR nominal plant and its LFT representation with the designed H∞ controller (K ).

K (s) =
0.02883s5 + 81562.8s4 + 703621s3 + 15750024.5s2 + 48471744s + 33417184.4

s6 + 222.7s5 + 22584s4 + 1372617s3 + 53530000s2 + 1263000000s
(24)

Box I.

frequency.

∆̃:=
{[

∆ 0
0 ∆P

]
:∆ ∈ R4×4, ∆P ∈ C3×2

}
(25)

Fig. 14 shows the upper linear fractional of the closed loop
system by existing the structured and unstructured uncertainties(
FU

(
AVR_ic , ∆̃

))
. The frequency response of µ∆̃

(
FU

(
AVR_ic, ∆̃

))
< 1 reflecting the robust and nominal performance is provided in
Fig. 15.

7. Simulation of the linear AVR system in five scenarios

In this section, some scenarios have been considered to show
the merit of the robust performance of the designed controller.
These scenarios have been adopted based on the nominal values,
maximum values, minimum values and the tolerance percentages
of the system uncertainties by existing the output disturbance.
The designed H∞ controller performance is evaluated with 5
different controllers as follow:

1– A conventional PID controller enhanced by Teaching–
Learning based Optimization Technique [14].

2– A PID plus second order derivative controller optimized by
PSO algorithm (PIDD2) [33]

3– A PID fractional order controller enhanced by cuckoo
search based algorithm [30] and was implemented by a
28-order linear transfer function (N = 6) with FOMCOM
toolbox for MATLAB (version 1.21b) [63].

4– A fuzzy+ PID controller [31] based on the MATLAB fuzzy
logic system toolbox and optimized by TLBO algorithms.

5– A type2 fuzzy controller in term of the interval type2 fuzzy
logic system toolbox (IT2FLS) [64].

The absolute majority of these AVR controllers have been de-
signed based on small gain and large time constant of the am-
plifier, exciter, generator and sensor [7,9,17–19,25,33]. The AVR
characteristics are: KA = 10, KE = 1, KG = 1, KS = 1, TA =

0.1, TE = 0.4, TG = 1 and TS = 0.01. The closed loop system
with these parameters is stable and the controller only modifies
the performance of it. Whereas, in nominal point
(KA = 25, KE = 5.5, KG = 0.85, KS = 1, TA = 0.06, TE = 0.7,
TG = 1.5, TS = 0.0305) the closed loop system without controller
is unstable and has two poles in the right half plane
(3.1565 ± 10.4205i). Since increasing the gain and the speed of
the AVR systemmakes reaching to the stability hard, this problem
will become more ambiguous when the gains are increased and
the time constants are decreased. Therefore, designing the con-
troller at this nominal point is harder and optimized controllers
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Fig. 12. The flowchart of the robust H∞ controller design procedure for the AVR system in a large size power system.

by optimization algorithms cannot perform best at this condition.

The simulation results justify this claim and show that these

optimized controllers only have a good performance around their

base plant.

In all simulations, this pattern has been considered to assess

the controllers’ performance:

1. There is a 1pu change in the reference voltage at t = 0 for
analyzing the tracking performance.

2. In order to analyze short circuit faults, the generator’s
terminal voltage will be zero by a −1pu sudden disturbance
at the output terminal voltage. In this case, the controllers
must return the output voltage to the reference value.

3. By a sudden increment in the terminal voltage to 2pu, the
transient overvoltage can be modeled. For this modeling
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Fig. 13. Bode diagram of the designed H∞ controller (K).

Fig. 14. Upper linear fractional of the closed loop system in the presence of the structured and unstructured uncertainties.

Fig. 15. Robust performance of the suboptimal H∞ controller.

a 1pu voltage disturbance has been added to the terminal
voltage.

These patterns are applied to the AVR system in five points of
functional area according to the following five scenarios:
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Fig. 16. Performance of the controllers in scenario #1 (nominal values of uncertainties).

1– The nominal values of time constants and gains of the
transfer functions.

2– The maximum values of time constants and gains of the
transfer functions.

3– The minimum values of time constants and gains of the
transfer functions.

4– The maximum values of gains and minimum values of time
constants of the transfer functions.

5– The minimum values of gains and maximum values of time
constants of the transfer functions.

Since the performance of the controllers is different in these
five scenarios, the applying time of pattern #2 and pattern #3
in these scenarios are not the same. For instance, in scenario #1,
pattern #2 has been applied in t = 3 s and pattern #3 has been
applied in t = 7 s. In scenario #2 these times are t = 7 s and t =

10 s, respectively.

7.1. Scenario #1: nominal values of uncertainties

In the first scenario, the amplifier, the exciter, and the genera-
tor parameters have been set at their nominal values
(KA = 25, KE = 5.5, KG = 0.85, KS = 1, TA = 0.06, TE = 0.7,
TG = 1.5, TS = 0.0305). Fig. 16 shows the generator terminal
voltage and output controller effort where the fractional order
and PIDD2 controller is unstable and the PID controller has not
good transient characteristics.

7.2. Scenario #2: maximum values of uncertainties

In the second scenario, the amplifier, the exciter, and the
generator parameters have been set at their maximum values
(KA = 40, KE = 10, KG = 1, KS = 1, TA = 0.1, TE = 1, TG = 2,
TS = 0.0305). Fig. 17 shows the generator terminal voltage and
output controller effort where the fractional order, PIDD2 and PID
controllers are unstable and the overshoot and settling time of
the H∞ controller have been increased in comparison with the
previous case.

7.3. Scenario #3: minimum values of uncertainties

In the third scenario, the amplifier, the exciter, and generator
parameters have been set at their minimum values
(KA = 10, KE = 1, KG = 0.7, KS = 1, TA = 0.02, TE = 0.4,
TG = 1, TS = 0.0305). Fig. 18 shows the generator terminal volt-
age and output controller effort where the transient behavior
of the PIDD2 controller is bad and both fractional order and
PID controllers have good performances because this scenario is
close to the working point in which these controllers have been
optimized. In this scenario, the act of the robust controller is close
to these controllers.

7.4. Scenario #4: system gains are maximum and time constants are
minimum

In the fourth scenario, the amplifier, the exciter, and the gen-
erator parameters have been set at: KA = 40, KE = 10, KG =

1, KS = 1, TA = 0.02, TE = 0.4, TG = 1, TS = 0.0305. Fig. 19
shows the generator terminal voltage and output controller effort
where the fractional order, PIDD2 and PID controllers are unstable
but the speed and steady state error of the robust controller is so
good.

7.5. Scenario #5: system gains are minimum and time constants are
maximum

In the fifth scenario, the amplifier, the exciter, and the gen-
erator parameters have been set at: KA = 10, KE = 1, KG =

0.7, KS = 1, TA = 0.1, TE = 1, TG = 2, TS = 0.0305. Fig. 20
shows the generator terminal voltage and output controller effort
where the systems functions are the same as the scenario #3.

In scenarios #3 and #5 where the gains of the transfer func-
tions are at minimum, the behavior of the PID and fractional order
controller look like the H∞ controller. However, this fact is based
on their unacceptable control effort. These controllers have been
designed close to the minimum values of uncertainties [14,30].
Therefore, the performance of these controllers in scenarios #3
and #5 (minimum values of the uncertainties) is good because
they have been optimized around these minimum points.
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Fig. 17. Performance of the controllers in scenario #2 (maximum values of uncertainties).

Fig. 18. Performance of the controllers in scenario #3 (minimum values of uncertainties).

On the other hand, in robust controller design procedure, we
have considered a weighting function (Wu) to limit the control
effort. This limitation causes the gain of the robust controller to
become so small in all scenarios. The limitation of the controller
output effort is one of the most important achievements of the
robust controller. If the simulation results of the other three
controllers are reckoned in scenarios, it can be easily seen that
their controller output amplitude is very large and unacceptable.

8. Simulation a real synchronous generator connected to a 230
kV network [65,66]

In this section, a 200 MVA, 13.8 kV, 112.5 rpm generator has
been studied which is linked to a 230 kV network via a Delta-Y
210 MVA transformer. Fig. 21 shows this connection. The system

initiates in steady state with the generator supplying 150 MW of
active power. At t = 0.1 s, a three-phase to ground fault occurs on
the 230 kV bus of the transformer. The fault is cleared followed
by 6 cycles [65,66]. The synchronous generator has been modeled
by 7-order nonlinear equations and has a separated LFC control
system (governor, turbine, and PID frequency controller). To show
the merit of our designed robust controller, its transfer function
Eq. (24) with the amplifier and exciter has been substituted
instead of the original AVR controller (IEEE standard) without any
change in the system structure and parameters. Fig. 22 repre-
sents the deviation of the voltage terminal magnitude by these
two controllers. Although our robust controller has not been de-
signed strictly for this system, its performance is obviously better
than the IEEE standard exciting system (controller + amplifier
+ exciter). If the synchronous generator parameters have been
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Fig. 19. Performance of the controllers in scenario #4 (the system gains are maximum and the time constants are minimum).

Fig. 20. Performance of the controllers in scenario #5 (the system gains are minimum and the time constants are maximum).

considered and the gain and time constant of its 1-order model
computed, the H infinity controller could be designed perfectly
for this system by using the P-∆-K generator representation
which has been introduced in paper.

9. Comparison the generic power system stabilizer and de-
signed robust controller in the four-machine two-area test
system [2,67–69]

Fig. 23 represents the benchmark system including 2 quite
symmetric areas connected together by two 230 kV lines of
220 km length. It was precisely introduced in [68] and [2] to
investigate low frequency oscillations in large interconnected
power systems. Contrary to its small size, it patterns very nearly
the action of the systems in real operation [68]. Each area has

been armed with two similar generators rated 20 kV/900 MVA.
The M1 and M2 tools are in area 1 and M3 and M4 machines
are in area 2, respectively (Fig. 23). The synchronous generators
have equal characteristics [2,68] excepts for inertias which are
H = 6.5 s in area 1 and H = 6.175 s in area 2 [2]. Constant
impedances have been considered as the load of the system. They
are distributed between the two areas in which 413 MW active
power is exported from area 1 to area 2.

In the simulation process, the robust AVR controller Eq. (24)
is considered as our designed robust controller for the AVR sub-
system of Fig. 23. This block has been substituted instead of the
multiband (MB) PSS, Delta pa PSS, and Delta W PSS controllers
of the main system [67,68]. Three scenarios are considered to
evaluate the performance of the controllers.
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Fig. 21. The Synchronous Machine associated with the Hydraulic Turbine and Governor (HTG) and Excitation System (AVR) [65].

Fig. 22. The terminal voltage of the synchronous machine in 230 KV networks.

(a) For simulating the small-signal closed-loop system
responses, a 6-cycle pulse for 5 percent change on voltage
reference of M1 is applied in time of 5 s. On the other hand,
at the time of 5 s the reference voltage of the generator M1
has been changed from 1 p.u to 1.05 p.u for 0.1 s.

(b) The outage of one 230 KV line by adjusting the breakers
‘‘Brk1’’ and ‘‘Brk2’’ in an open condition at the time of 20 s
for 8 cycles. Without one tie-line, the system can reach
a stable operating point in steady-state but the voltage
controller or PSS must guarantee a smooth transition into
this novel greatly stressed operating point.

(c) A three-phase short circuit fault in 230 KV line #1 and
a one-phase short circuit fault in 230 KV line #2 will be
occurred at time 40 s for 0.1 s. Good performance over large

perturbations and good robustness in the regard of altering
the operating circumstances are other criteria of an equal
importance.

Fig. 24 shows the terminal voltage of the synchronous gen-
erator number 4 (M4) based on designed robust controller and
three types of proposed PSS [67,68]. Obviously, the transient and
steady-state response of the closed loop system with the robust
controller is much better.

10. Conclusion

In this work, robust H∞ and µ-analysis methods have been
used to set the synchronous generator’s terminal voltage. To
apply these robust control methods, the P-∆-K representation
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Fig. 23. The test system of two fully symmetrical areas linked together by two 230 kV lines of 220 km length [67,68].

Fig. 24. The terminal voltage of the synchronous generator number 4 based on designed robust controller and three types of proposed PSS [67,68].

must be derived from the system model and its uncertainties.
By defining a new gain coefficient as AVR gain which is equal
to the multiplication of the gain coefficients of the exciter, the
amplifier and the generator, the system has four real structured
parameters. Furthermore, all the system real structured factors
have been modeled by nominal values and percentage variations
have been determined based on their minimum and maximum
values (the AVR gain and amplifier time constant parameter
have 96% and 66% tolerance, respectively). These large deviations
and the four real structured uncertainties cause the H∞ and µ-
analysis procedures to be complicated. After obtaining the M-∆
model of any parameters of the AVR, the P-∆-K representation of
it has been constructed without any conservation in the presence
of the AVR dynamic perturbations and some weighting functions.
A H∞controller has been designed based on this representation,
to decrease the impacts of generator output disturbance and
reference voltage tracking. The µ value of the closed loop system
satisfies the robust performance condition

(
µ∆̃ (M) < 1

)
.

The merit of the suggested H∞ controller has been exhib-
ited by time domain simulation in MATLAB and Simulink for

three case studies. The simulation results of the five scenarios
of the AVR linear system show that the accomplishment of the
propounded robust controller for the AVR system is superior
to the some other optimized PID, PIDD2, fractional order PID
(FOPID), fuzzy + PID and Interval Type-2 fuzzy logic controllers
by heuristic optimization algorithms. Although, these controllers
have a better performance in minimum values of the system
parameters, but they are not stable in more points of the system
operation particularly when the gain of AVR is high. This matter
stems from this fact that these controllers have been optimized
around a base working point which is near the minimum values
of the system parameters. Moreover, the PID, PIDD2 and FOPID
controllers have a high oscillation in nominal points of operation
and a high unacceptable output control effort in the whole of
the uncertainties interval. Also, the better performance of the
designed robust controller in a single machine connected to a
230 kV network and the Four-Machine Two-Area Test System has
been shown.
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Based on the proposed approach for the AVR system with
structured uncertainties as P-∆-K representation, it may be ex-
panded by some other robust controller design manners. In the
future works, it could be tried to design some new robust con-
trollers based on µ-synthesis DK iteration, mixed loop-shaping,
and quantitative feedback theory (QFT), to improve the new
robust control design approach.
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